Release Planning, Roles, (QA, Feature Wishlist)
Release 3.2

• Main focus: Consolidation / identification of included features

• Date/Plan
  – Actual Release: 21.01.2011
  – Bugfixing/Testing Days; starting 5 pm
    • 30.11. (Tue)
    • 06.12. (Mon)
    • 16.12. (Thu)
  – Testing: until 14.01.2011
Included Features

- New Scheduler
- PerOpteryx
- Reliability
- External testing
  - Workflows / completion infrastructure
    - Extension by additional transformations
    - GUI elements in RunConfig
  - Events Benjamin/Chris
  - ProbeSpecification
  - GMF editor: Resource environment
  - Example models need to be provided ("PCM Examples in SVN")
Tasks / TODOs

• Bug ⇔ release
  – Included bugs relevant for PCM 3.2

• Assignment of
  – Bugs
  – Testing
Next releases

• Release 3.3: Helios Migration
  – No new features

• Release 3.4: Full migration to Helios (e.g. GMF re-generation)
PCM Roles / Code areas

• Tests: QA role
• Feature*: Andreas?
• Completion: Andreas
• StoEx
• New: Zoya, Qais, Andreas, Martin, Benjamin, Fouad, Philipp

• Assign fallback person for later handover
Wishlist

• ID generation in transformations?
• Additional/replacing RunConfig for multiple quality dimensions
  – Tied to extensible workflow
  – Configurable by new plugins
  – Hooks for
    • Additional transformation
    • GUI elements
    • Additional input model
    • Configuration options

• “QA HiWi”